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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SPANISH COUNTERREVOLUTIONARY 
MOVEMENT (1833-PRESENT)
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Carlist Traditionalist Circle
“Camino Real de Texas”
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Approved by the Royal Secretary of Prince Sixtus Henry of Bourbon Parma, 
January 16th Two Thousand twenty one in the year of Our Lord Jesus Christ.



Has the Carlist movement any influence in the USA? 

❖Blessed Karl & Empress Zita: Last Emperor of Austria-Hungary was Carlist 
Prince Xabier of Bourbon’s brother-in-law. Empress Zita was Prince Sixtus 
Henry of Bourbon’s (current Carlist claimant to throne) aunt.

❖Charles F. Henningsen: English writer at the service of Lord Elliot 
requested by the Duke of Wellington (Lord Elliot Convention), became 
closed aid to General Zumalacarregui during the I Carlist War and later on 
became a Confederate Colonel at the US Secession war.

❖Father Sarda y Salvany: He was a Carlist Integrist. Author of the famous 
book “Liberalism is a Sin” developing Pope Pius IX’s syllabus of errors. He is 
also the author of a book on the Sacred Heart of Jesus, which was a great 
success and was reprinted until the late 1950s.

❖Frederick Wilhelmsen: Professor at UD, founder of the Christian 
Commonwealth Institute and the American “Triumph” magazine with Brent 
Bozell. Recipient of the Carlist Royal Cross of Proscribed order. 

❖Alexandra Wilhelmsen: Daughter of the late Frederick Wilhelmsen, 
Emerita Professor at UD and Recipient of the 2017 Carlos Etayo Spanish 
Captain award.

❖Monsignor Ignacio Barreiro: Ordained in NY in 1987,  Executive Director of 
Human Life International in Rome. Involved in the traditional Latin mass 
apostolates and Chaplain of the Carlist Communion. 
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A bridge between Christendom and the present

❖What is Carlism? The oldest political movement absolutely Catholic and Monarchical 
that exists to this day.

❖Why the red beret? The beret is a traditional Spanish hat that General Zumalacarregui 
popularized  in red during the first carlist war in the Basque provinces. 

❖Where does the term “Carlism” comes from? It comes from His Royal Majesty Carlos
Maria Isidro of Bourbon (Charles V of Spain).

❖What does Carlism stands for? God, Fatherland, Charter Rights, and (the legitimate) 
King.

❖How did Carlism begin? It came about by a royal dispute in 1833 over the Spanish 
Crown. 

❖Did the Carlist fight in wars?  Yes! 1834, 1846, 1872, 1936. 

❖Has the Carlist movement involved clergy and martyrs in their ranks? Indeed! St. Pius 
IX, X, XI, XII, Santa Cruz priest, Fr.  Sarda, St. John Bosco, Molle-Lazo, etc.

❖Who’s the current carlist claimant to the Kingdom of Spain? Prince Sixtus Henry of 
Bourbon, Tradition bearer and Legion knight. X

❖Is Carlism an ideology? No. Carlism is opposed to any ideology, Liberalism being its 
archenemy.
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Liberalism is a sin…For a reason!
❖Liberalism is […] the radical and universal denial of all divine truth and Christian dogma, the 
primal type of all heresy, and the supreme rebellion against the authority of God and His 
Church. As with Lucifer, its maxim is, “I will not serve”. (Page 16)

❖[…] In the practical order Liberalism is a radical and universal infraction of the divine law, since 
it sanctions and authorizes all infractions of that law. (Page14)

❖Liberalism is the dogmatic affirmation of the absolute independence of the individual and of 
the social reason. Catholicity is the dogma of the absolute subjection of the individual and of 
the social order to the revealed law of God. One doctrine is the exact antithesis of the other. 
They are opposites in direct conflict. (Page 28) {Sacral Society vs Secular Society}

❖Protestantism is now a dead dog; Liberalism a living lion going about seeking whom he may 
devour. Its dreadful doctrine is permeating society to the core; It has become the modern 
political creed and threatens us with a second revolution, to turn the world over once again to 
paganism. (Page 74)

*“Liberalism is a sin”, Reverend Father Felix Sarda y Salvany, 1886 Spain. (10 years after III Carlist War).
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“The best way for the state to own the monopoly of moral judgement 
is to allow people to think whatever they want”. (Spinoza)

4th Principle: Absolute Freedom of thought in politics, morals and religion 
Secular education and moral relativism.

3rd Principle: Popular will as the only criterion to justify laws
Parliament and elections to discern and implement the will of the people

2nd Principle: Society’s independence from anything that does not come from itself
Supremacy of the State

1st Principle: Men’s independence from God’s laws and authority
Human reason as the only measure of truth (Rationalism).
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Liberty of worship was condemned in propositions 15, 77, 78. Supremacy of State in 38. Secularization of public education in 
40, 45, 48. The absolute right to legislate without regard to God in 56 and universal suffrage as the source of authority in 60.
(The Syllabus of Errors, December 8th, 1864 Pope Pius IX)



Liberalism replaced Christendom with Europe
YEAR EVENT CONSEQUENCE Responsible Party

1517 Protestant Revolution
Separation Politics & Religion
Theory of Absolute State Sovereignty 
Separation between Morality and politics

Luther
Jean Bodin
Nichola Machiavelli 

1648 Westphalia Treaty Creation of the Modern State (Leviathan) Thomas Hobbes (Social Contract)

1789 French Revolution
The State overthrows religion and 
becomes the ruler and referee of all

Jean Jacques Rousseau (+1778)
Robespierre 

1917
Communist Revolution

Direct State Tyranny (One class. Collectivism. 
Paradise)

Lenin

1933
NS Revolution

Direct State Tyranny (One Volk, One Reich, One 
Fuhrer)

Hitler
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“The Church, which has never betrayed the happiness of the people by consenting to compromising alliances, does not need to 
free herself from her past. All that she must do is to retake, with the help of true workers for the social restoration, the organisms 
shattered by the Revolution, adapting them in the same Christian spirit that inspired them to the new environment created by the
material development of today’s society. For the true friends of the people are neither revolutionaries nor innovators, but 
traditionalists.” (Pope Saint Pius X, Encyclical Notre Charge Apostolique, Acta Apostolicae Sedis, Typis Polyglottis Vaticanis, 1910,
vol.18, p. 803) 



Political traditionalism became known as “Carlism” when it acquired a leader of royal blood. 
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❖ No country resisted the evils of the French Revolution more steadfastly than 
Spain. In 1790, Spanish people went to war against the French Convention.

❖ Napoleon invaded Spain and declared: “Spaniards: Spain is done. Its 
hierarchies, your customs, and your religion. Its goods confiscated to aid in 
the world conquest and this beautiful land will remain as my slave office.”

❖ In 1808, Spaniards began to free their land from Napoleon’s invasion in what 
is called the “Spanish Independence War”, but also a religious one, which 
lasted until 1814. Guerrilla warfare was successfully employed, similarly to 
what was seen in the US War of Independence in 1776.

❖ During these 6 years Revolutionary French troops ransacked homes, ranches, 
monasteries, churches and convents as they invaded Spain. They also 
confiscated Church land and property that they gave to a flourish bourgeois, 
the “Afrancesados” that grew poisoned by Liberal ideas.

❖ Thus, up to the first Carlist War, two Spains were emerging against each 
other: The traditionalists defenders of Christendom versus the friends of the 
Revolution. Carlists, then became Counterrevolutionaries. X



19th and 20th century Spanish timeline shows a relentless 
fight against the principles of Liberalism 

YEAR HISTORICAL EVENT OUTCOME USURPER (Liberal) KING (Carlist)

1790 Spanish aid against FR LOST N/A Charles IV Bourbon

1808-1814 Spanish Independence war WON N/A Ferdinand VII Bourbon

1834-1840 I Carlist War LOST Isabel II (MC regency) Charles V Bourbon

1846-49 II Carlist War LOST Isabel II Charles VI Bourbon

1872-76 III Carlist War LOST Alphonso XII Charles VII Bourbon

1936-39 Spanish Crusade WON Alphonso XIII-II Republic Alphonsus Charles Bourbon

1939-1975 Franco’s dictatorship N/A N/A Prince Xabier Bourbon Parma

1976-1978 Spanish Transition N/A Juan Carlos Bourbon Prince Charles Hugo Bourbon

1978-Present Spanish Liberal Democracy N/A JCI-Phillip VI Prince Sixtus Henry of Bourbon
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❖ 1833-1840: 1st Carlist War against Liberalism:
73 monks assassinated and Jesuits were expelled in 1835. Mendizabal’s Ecclesiastical confiscations (1835-37): 
Empowering a new bourgeoise class made rich by acquiring Church property shows up at Sunday Mass. 500,000 
Beltzas (3 countries+ Rothchild banking) versus 80,000 regular Carlist (12M)
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❖ The First Carlist War had +/- 500,000 deaths out 12 M total population. The Liberal army had over 400,000 soldiers 
and the Carlist Army between 80,000-90,000 soldiers.  

❖ The 1936 Spanish Crusade had 40,000 active duty Requetes out of 120,000 total male population just from Navarra.
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It began in 1833 with a royal dispute to the crown of Spain
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❖ King Ferdinand VII of Bourbon promulgated the “Pragmatica sancion” in his last
days. This law came about outside of the existing legal framework and it enforced a
change in the succession laws (Semi-salic law), passing throne rights to his daughter
Isabel (Known as Isabel the II) who was 3 years old at that time.

❖ Ferdinand VII of Bourbon was a weak and selfish king moved by his lower passions
and ambition to power. He fell prey of a liberal and masonic cohort who influenced
him to introduce liberal changes. One of these characters was his 4th wife and niece
Maria Cristina who ultimately lead him to promulgate the “Pragmatica sancion” and
ruled the “regencia period” with her new husband Agustin Munoz until 1840.

❖ However, according to the semi-salic law, legally binding since 1713 the throne
belonged to Ferdinand’s brother, Carlos Maria Isidro de Bourbon, as the Ferdinand’s
only male direct relative. Carlos was a staunch Catholic and opposed to the liberal
ideas, such as “the modern centralization of power”.

❖ Since 1834 up to present times, the throne of Spain would be unfortunately
identified with Liberalism and contested by banished members of the royal family
who refused to make their peace with the liberal revolution and stayed loyal to the

motto: God-Fatherland-Charter Rights and King. X
❖ “Calzame las alpargatas”: https://youtu.be/oG8Kv_Mie30

https://youtu.be/oG8Kv_Mie30


GOD

“The Ten Commandments…There you have a great constitution! This is the moral 
constitution of human society. Which is the best political constitution? The one that 

best assures the fulfillment of the moral constitution…All forms of government can be 
good or bad for a society, depending on whether they honor or scorn the great 

principles that come from God and that contain a harmonious aggregate of 
primordial and essential rights and duties. Political truth derives from social truth and 

the latter from religious truth. Our rights regarding other people derive from our 
duties to God”. X

(Antonio Aparisi y Guijarro, 1869)
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No State, no Nation, no Police but Church, Kingdom, and Holy Inquisition 

❖III Council of Toledo (589 AC): Spain was defined politically as the “Union 
of Altar and Throne”. (Minor Christianitas within Christendom. NO Europe). 
The partnership between the Kingdom and the Church to spread the gospel 
and secure the land.

❖The dogma “Outside the Church there is no Salvation” echoes the gospel: 
“And this is the will of my Father that sent me: That everyone who sees the 
Son and believes in Him may have life everlasting” (John 6:39-40) 

❖Spain was conceived as a Sacral society: Church and Kingdom. Pope and 
King. The Sun and the Moon. The King “recognizes” the “true” Faith, the 
Pope anoints the King. The Church is free to do as it pleases while 
respecting the authority of the King and his subjects.

❖Church and Kingdom are two different spheres that cooperate with each 
other in a subordinate union. The spiritual realm watches over the political 
organization of the common good which manages the social common good. 
(No confessional state).

❖“Spain as…an army of theologians whose objective is to put everyone 
kneeling before GOD” (Anonymous) X
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Fatherland was the land shared, worked and lived on, shaped according to God’s law, 
and transmitted from generation to generation

❖Fatherland meant independence from foreign domination

❖Fatherland meant respect for the fundamental laws and institutions that 
traditionally organized the common good.

❖The modern concept of Nation replaced Fatherland as the State replaced 
the Kingdom, Europe replaced Christendom, and secularism replaced sacral 
society.

❖At the core of the “Fatherland” concept was the “Family” as a unit not the 
individual. It is the sum of the families with the fathers as the head of the 
households, the King being the highest “Father” (Pater, Paterfamilias, Patria) 

❖Fatherland is the recognition of a portion of land populated by families 
who have in common: language, customs and laws. (i.e. In the Basque land 
the mother and wife managed income).

❖Those laws are called “FUEROS”, aka Charter Rights.
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Charter Rights, aka “Fueros”, were the law of the land. 

❖Fueros implied the principle of Subsidiarity and particularism embodied in the 
legislation, enacted by each region, in autonomous government, and in an 
administrative decentralization.

❖They dealt with juridical, political, and administrative matters including guilds, 
trade, and taxation. 

❖Charter Rights were the laws that protected the particular legislation enacted 
by Spain’s different regions for their respective affairs. 

❖Charter rights were fundamental references in Pope Leo XIII’s and Pope Pius 
XI’s in their development of Catholic social doctrine. 

❖The principle behind the notion of “FUEROS” is one of justice: It is just for the 
political entity or body to be self-governing and self-sufficient in so far as 
possible. Society is built organically bottom up.

❖FUEROS were an effective system of checks and balances that would protect 
the people from despotic measures emanating from above.

❖FUEROS subscribed to the political theory that society is better off with as little 
government and bureaucracy as possible. 
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The “Fueros” from Aragon made it clear the responsibility of 
the king towards his people (1247 AC)



The King as the legitimate ruler
❖ King’s role was regulated by 3 principles: royal sovereignty, the legitimacy of origin and 
the legitimacy of exercise.

❖ Royal sovereignty meant that he and only he held the political power at the highest 
level. 

❖ King was the ultimate decision maker as well as the one who held full responsibility for 
his actions in all political matters above FUEROS. King acts as a King and not as shadow 
king.

❖ The legitimacy of origin ensures the access to the Crown of the rightful royal heir while 
legitimacy of exercise forces the heir to accept the laws and customs of traditional Spanish 
monarchy in order to rule.

❖ The King is to swear allegiance to FUEROS in order to be recognized as such by his 
subjects. 

❖ The King is to recognize the True Religion and to let the Church run free in his kingdom.

❖ Carlism advocates for “absolute monarchy” which is diametrically opposed to the 
concept of an “absolute monarch” or “absolutism” which is what we know here in 
America when we identify a King with a tyrant or monarchy with tyranny. 

❖ The Protestant Revolution (Confessional State), Hobbes (State contract), Maquiavelo 
(Ethic rupture) and Bodine(Separation) are behind this deformation of the true concept of 
Monarchy and the role of the king. 

❖ “Oriamendi”: https://youtu.be/eqrhJGmDq7w (Original)
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https://youtu.be/eqrhJGmDq7w


SantaCruz Apaizaren (1842-1926)
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❖ Don Manuel de SantaCruz was a Basque Catholic priest and guerrilla 
leader loyal to Don Carlos during the III Carlist War 

❖ He conducted many successful ambushes of the Liberal Army to the 
point he was considered the liberal’s greatest enemy in Euskalerria. 

❖ His ambushes were successfully executed due to accurate inside 
information, perfect knowledge of the country side, and limited but 
highly trained soldiers that lived as monks. 

❖ His “partida” of soldiers destroyed train and supply routes, stole 
liberal army weapons, and executed liberal spies and soldiers after 
last confession and “Contrition prayer” was recited.

❖ As a priest he was known for his rigorous piety and discipline inside 
and outside the Church. As a guerrilla leader he punished severely 
drunkenness, theft, and licentiousness with women during town 
festivals.

❖ After the war, he left Spain via France, joined the Jesuits, and was 
sent to missions in Jamaica and Colombia highlands where he 
evangelized a whole native Indian tribe and built a Church in honor of 
St. Ignatius of Loyola. Indians regarded him as a Saint.



Antonio Molle Lazo:  “Before God you won’t be an 
anonymous soldier”
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❖ Born on Good Friday, April 2nd 1915 in Cadiz. Holy week’s procession of Jesus 
Christ the Nazarian passed just a few minutes after his mother gave birth. 
His parents forecasted his martyrdom. 

❖ As a kid, he was remembered for his deep religious piety, charity towards his 
brothers and sisters, public recitation of the Holy Rosary, and ardent love for 
the doctrine of Christ the King according to Pope Pius XI 1925 magisterium.

❖ He could not tolerate any blasphemies or mocking of God and religion and 
he corrected kindly but firmly any person, younger, or older than incurred 
such sin.

❖ Antonio Molle-Lazo, 21yo, died a martyr on August 10th, 1936 in PeÑaflor 
(Seville, Spain). Killed by a group of Communist soldiers who could not make 
him to deny the Faith. He was affiliated with the Carlist soldiers (Requetes) 
and died disfigured and dismembered shouting “VIVA CRISTO-REY” and 
“VIVA ESPAÑA”. 

❖ The canonization process began in 1940.



Prince Sixtus Henry of Bourbon Parma (1940)
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❖Current Carlist claimant to the Spanish throne. 

❖He is Prince Xabier Bourbon Parma’s youngest son. Claimed the royal 
rights over the Carlist cause after older brother Carlos Hugo adultered the
movement introducing marxist and liberal propaganda.

❖Reserve rights over the French Crown and the kingdom of Jerusalem.

❖Expelled from Spain by Franco when he was discovered enrolled in the
Spanish special forces using a pseudonym (Enrique de Aranjuez) in the
1960’s.

❖He volunteer in the Malvinas war against England and participated in the
Angola War enrolled in the Portuguese army.

❖Aided Christians in Lebanon in the Middle East.

❖Suffered a car accident that partially paralysed him. His close assistant and 
nephew was assasinated by an allegedly muslim terrorist group in the
1990’s.

❖“El abanderado de la Tradición”: https://youtu.be/mVkefN10JtA

❖Montejurra pilgrimage 1969: https://youtu.be/6vmsQq8P3lI

https://youtu.be/mVkefN10JtA
https://youtu.be/6vmsQq8P3lI


5 Take away points from Carlism:

❖ Carlism is not an ideology but a concrete political expression of the Catholic 
Faith.

❖Carlism focuses on GOD, FATHERLAND, CHARTER RIGHTS, KING as the 
natural foundations of society.

❖It confronts Liberalism and all the political consequences of embracing 
Liberal principles.

❖Carlism continues the defense of Christendom’s political structures.

❖Traditional Catholic Monarchy is not tyranny, but the defense of sacral 
society built from the bottom up. 
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No one can explain how a royal dispute that went on to loose 
3 major civil wars over the past 150 years, whose clergy, king 
and subjects have been defeated, tortured and exiled is still 
alive defending the same principles that from generation to 
generation sparked the fire and zeal for GOD-Fatherland-
Charter rights and King. 

Long live the King!

Carlistas Aurrerá!

Gora Espana eta Euskalerria!

Viva Cristo-Rey!

X


